Improved Surface Properties for Nanotube Growth on Selective Laser Melted Porous Ti6Al4V Alloy via Chemical Etching
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In this work, porous Ti6Al4V components with a 400 μm interval were prepared by selective laser melting (SLM), one of most popular powder-bed additive manufacturing technologies for metallic alloys, there were many un-melted powders adhered to the as-received substrate framework. To improve the bio-functional property, surface treatment for this complex structure must be taken into consideration and chemical etching for proper time can remove the trapped powders. Anodic oxidation experiments showed that non-uniform nanotubes grew on the trapped powders, while nanotubes grew uniformly on the chemical etched substrate and the diameter of nanotubes was about 100 nm all over the place. The electrochemical experiments and cell proliferation results all showed that the chemical etching method can improve the corrosion resistance and biocompatibility of the SLM porous Ti6Al4V.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Biomedical implants are extensively required to repair, replace, or modify diseased or damaged parts of the musculoskeletal system and need to be manufactured from materials that are biocompatible and stable during the service time [1-2], and the implanted alloys are generally fabricated from stainless steels, Co/Cr-based alloys, titanium and its alloys [3-10]. However, implant failures often occur, where 42% of failures are due to fracture, 24% caused by corrosion, and 14% a result of a vicious organization along with the implants [11]. The elastic modulus of the titanium alloys is low compared with steels but is high relative to bone tissue [12-13] and this mismatch reduces the stress transferred to the adjoining bone that can result in undesirable bone resorption. As in this case, two methods have been considered: the development of new titanium alloys with lower elastic modulus [14] and the fabrication of porous titanium parts that can reduce the effective elastic modulus, or the stiffness [15-16]. The latter has the
advantage of allowing the bone to grow inside the implant, thus enhancing implant fixation. Currently, selective laser melting (SLM), which is a three-dimensional printing processing, that can produce complex and precise porous parts combining with computer CAD system. Meanwhile, SLM has other significant advantages, including a reduction in the number of required post-processing steps, control of the composition and microstructure by printing multiple materials with optimized printing parameters [17-19]. At present, AlSi10Mg, TiAl6V4, and CoCr alloys, can be reliably printed [20-22], and the Fe-based and Ni-based alloys were fabricated by SLM recently [23-24]. During the AM process, the local rapid heating and fast cooling rates coupled with thermal cycling induces the formation of unique microstructures with refined grain structures, dislocation cell substructures, and internal residual stresses. They also cause the formation of metallurgical defects, including micro-cracks, entrapped gas pore, dendritic growth along the building direction, and the roughness [25]. However, surface modification of 3D printed porous metals is more challenging than that of solid implant due to the complex three-dimensional structure, one of intricate issues is that the powder trapped within the porous structure mesh during the fabrication process and they are hard to be removed [26-27]. Thus, corrosion must be considered with regard to its service life in the future after the wide application of AM technology for practical life and production [28-34].

Generally, surface condition plays an important role on the corrosion properties of materials, and pitting susceptibility [35-38] and general corrosion rate [39-41] all increased with the increase in the surface roughness of materials. Meanwhile, surface condition was a big problem for additive manufacturing, especially for anti-corrosion property involving the interfacial reaction, the surface roughness of the parts fabricated by SLM is usually higher that manufactured by methods such as milling [42]. For this reason, post-processing such as sandblasting or chemical etching are usually implemented [43], however, the sandblasting was not unpractical for the porous structure and the chemical etching might show some potential. Ti and Ti alloys are of utmost interest with regard to the additive manufacturing field, and Ti combines broad industrial application in high performance parts with high machining costs, hard molding and long lead time in conventional processing [44-45]. Among titanium alloys, Ti6Al4V is the most widely used material for many engineering parts and biomedical implants. Actually, tensile ductility was doubled after surface modification of the SLM-fabricated Ti-6Al-4V by chemical etching [46].

Within the scope of this project, a chemical etching process was evaluated for sintered powder removal and the follow-up anodic oxidization was conducted for the first time to evaluate the effect after treatment. Electrochemical experiments and cell proliferation tests were carried out to compare the corrosion resistance and biocompatibility. The results are expected to contribute valuable information for developing SLM porous titanium alloys for future implant applications.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Sample preparation

The chemical compositions of the powder used for SLM-produced Ti-6Al-4V were similar with the commercial wrought (wt. %): Al 6.31, V 4.03, Fe 0.25, N 0.03, O 0.15, C 0.02 and Ti balance. Figure
Figure 1. (a) The gas-atomized powder size distribution and the morphology of the powders, and (b) an image of a SLM porous Ti-6Al-4V sample.

Samples were fabricated using SLM with an EOS M280 system (Germany), as shown in Figure 1(b), which was equipped with a 400W Yb:YAG fibre laser (wavelength of 1070 nm), operated at a scan speed of 1200 mm/s and a spot size of 80 μm. The SLM porous samples were produced in continuous laser mode (250 W) and the hatch spacing (distance between scan lines) and the layer thickness were all about 25 μm.

2.2 Surface treatment

The specimens were etched in Kroll reagent (3 mL 40 vol. % HF, 6 mL 70 vol. % HNO₃ and 100 mL water) at room temperature for 5 min and 15 min, respectively. As a contrast, a SLM specimen was ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol for 2 hours at 30 Hz to figure out whether the trapped powders can be shaken off. Then, all specimens were cleaned in ethanol and distilled water, followed by drying in cool air.

2.3. Preparation of nanotubes

Nanotubes were prepared by an anodization process, which was performed using a two-electrode system. The SLM Ti-6Al-4V parts acted as the anode, while the Pt circle was used as the cathode, and the distance between the anode and the cathode was maintained at 4 cm. The schematic diagram of anodic oxidation device was displayed in Figure 2 and the Pt circle here was to make sure the nanotubes grow uniformly in different directions on the porous structure. The anode and the cathode were submerged into an electrolyte solution (0.36 M NH₄F + 80 vol. % glycerol + 20 vol. % distilled water) at 20 V supplied by DC power (RXN-3030D, BOSHIWANG Power, China) for 3 h. Next, the as-formed samples were cleaned in ethanol and distilled water, followed by drying in cool air. The surface morphologies were identified by FE-SEM (Quanta 450, FEI, USA).
2.4. Electrochemical and biological compatibility experiments

Potentiodynamic polarisation was conducted using a Princeton VersaStudio 3F electrochemical workstation in a conventional 3-electrode cell with a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and platinum foil as the reference and counter electrodes, respectively. All samples were mounted in a plastic tube and sealed with epoxy resin with exposure of the side view to the outside. Potentiodynamic polarisation was initiated from a potential 250 mV lower than the open-circuit potential at a scanning rate of 0.1667 mV/s. All reported potentials in this work were relative to SCE and the electrochemical measurements were carried out in the SBF solution at 37 ± 0.2 °C.

All samples were sterilized by soaking in 75% ethanol for 30 min, followed by a 30 min UV exposure on both sides of the Ti6Al4V samples. After immersing the samples in the complete medium for 4 h, it was collected, mixed with the cell count kit-8 (CCK-8) mother liquor, and left for 2 h at 37 °C. Then, 1 mL of cell suspension containing $2 \times 10^5$ cells was seeded and the CCK-8 assay (Dojindo Molecular Technology) was used to quantitatively evaluate the cell proliferation after culturing for 1, 3, and 7 days. The tests for each sample were performed at least three times for data reproducibility.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 displayed the surface morphology of the SLM porous Ti-6Al-4V: (a)(b) as received; (c)(d) ultrasonic treatment in ethanol for 2h; (e)(f) chemical etching for 5 min; (g)(h) chemical etching for 15 min. Pores greater than 200 μm usually allow the migration of osteoprogenitor cells into the scaffolds and lower the overall scaffold density [47]. Frosch [48] further established that the optimum channel diameter for the formation of bone tissue was 300 ~ 400 μm and the distance between the laser scanning lines in our work was set as 400 μm. Meanwhile, we can see on the top surface that there were many un-melted powders adhered to the as received substrate in Figure 3 (b), and ultrasonic treatment for 2 hours did not work here as we can see in Figure 3 (d). However, chemical etching for proper time
can remove the trapped powders as displayed in Figure 3 (f) but further etching for 15 minutes will destroy the matrix in Figure 3 (g) and (h).

**Figure 3.** Surface morphology of the SLM porous Ti-6Al-4V: (a)(b) as received; (c)(d) ultrasonic treatment in ethanol for 2h; (e)(f) chemical etching for 5 min; (g)(h) chemical etching for 15 min.
To further observe the internal morphology of the porous structure, the cross sectional samples were prepared and shown in Figure 4. Similarly, the internal powder can not be shaken off either as displayed in Figure 4 (b), while the powder was totally etched after 5 minutes immersion, and the internal frame structure was destroyed and became thinner after longer etching. Thus we can conclude that the powder adhered to the whole porous structure can be etched well for proper time in Kroll reagent.

Figure 4. Internal cross section morphology of the SLM porous Ti-6Al-4V: (a) as received, (b) ultrasonic treatment in ethanol for 2h, (c) chemical etching for 5 min and (d) chemical etching for 15 min.
Figure 5. Surface morphology after anodic oxidation treatment: (a)–(g) as received SLM porous Ti-6Al-4V; (h)–(f) SLM porous Ti-6Al-4V after chemical etching for 5 min.

Figure 5 showed the surface morphology after oxidation treatment, we can see that the trapped powders can also be oxidized but there were inhomogeneous nanotubes in the further enlarged Figure 5 (f) and (g). At the top of the powders (mark B), the average diameter of the nanotubes was relative small (around 20 nm), while the diameter was about 80 nm at area A, those differences can be attributed to the non-uniform element distribution or structure in the un-melted Ti6Al4V powders [49]. For the chemical etched substrate, the nanotubes grew uniformly and the diameter was about 100 nm all over the place, thus indicating the removal of the trapped powder was very essential before anodic oxidation. Meanwhile, this nanometer scale tube was very suitable for cell adhesion, proliferation and differentiation [50].

Figure 6. Potentiodynamic polarisation of the as-received SLM porous Ti-6Al-4V and chemical etched SLM porous Ti-6Al-4V after anodic oxidation in SBF (37 ± 0.2 °C). Scanning rate = 0.1667 mV/s.

Figure 6 displayed the potentiodynamic polarisation results of the as-received SLM porous Ti-6Al-4V and chemical etched SLM porous Ti-6Al-4V after anodic oxidation in SBF (37 ± 0.2 °C) and we can see the corrosion potential did not change after chemical etching and was around -0.32 V_{SCE}. 
However, the anodic polarization current density for the chemical etched sample was smaller than that of the as-received one, which indicated a better corrosion resistance for the SLM Ti6Al4V after the removal of the trapped powders [51-53]. Meanwhile, the trapped powders might fall off during the service, which might also lead to the poor durability.

To further evaluate the biocompatibility, Figure 7 (a) displayed the result of cell viability test of MC3T3-E1 cultured on three different surfaces for 1 day, 3 days and 7 days respectively. The data of each group were obtained through six repeated experiments. CCK-8 staining is directly proportional to the number of living cells. Therefore, the higher the absorbance is, the higher the surface cell activity is. From Figure 7-8a, it can be seen that chemical etched porous Ti6Al4V after anodic oxidation has higher cell activity and has a long-term promoting effect on cell proliferation. Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) expression is associated with osteoblast differentiation, so the activity of ALP is an important parameter to characterize the material surface promoting osteoblast differentiation and surface biocompatibility [54]. From Figure 7 (b), it can be seen that the surface of chemical etched porous Ti6Al4V after anodic oxidation has the highest ALP activity of osteoblasts compared with the surface of other two samples, that is, the surface of chemical etched porous Ti6Al4V has the most obvious promoting effect on the differentiation of osteoblasts, which enhances the adhesion, proliferation and differentiation ability of osteoblasts [55]. Meanwhile, powder may fall off during service and cause inflammation, and in this work, we can see that appropriate chemical etching method can achieve admirable results. More systematic works about the chemical etching technique should be conducted in the near future with the increasing variety of AM materials.

![Figure 7](image_url)

*Figure 7.* The cell proliferation and alkaline phosphatase activities on different surfaces after incubation for 1, 3 and 7 days by the CCK-8 assay.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study compared the nanotube growth on as-received and chemical etched SLM porous Ti6Al4V for the first time, the findings led to the following conclusions: Many un-melted powders adhered to the as received SLM porous Ti6Al4V substrate, and chemical etching for proper time can remove the trapped powders. Non-uniform nanotubes grew on the trapped powders, while nanotubes grew uniformly on the chemical etched substrate, leading to an improved corrosion resistance. The cell
proliferation and alkaline phosphatase activities results showed that the chemical etching method can improve the surface biocompatibility of the SLM porous Ti6Al4V, which contributed to the further application of the AM biomaterials.
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